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Timestamp

Ref.
number

21/04/2020

0158

Alesco Solutions SRL

Romania

40722580439

luciaciomaga@yahoo.com

Medical (surgery)

21/04/2020

0157

MASTERPLAST INTERNATIONAL
KFT.

Hungary

36306204518

lantoszoltan@masterplast.hu

Medical (surgery)

1 million m2 per month PP
Sponbond

21/04/2020

0156

General Plastics

Italy

+39 06 888 9941

sales@generalplastics.it

Medical (surgery)

nose flexible and adaptable
reinforcement bridges for medical
masks

21/04/2020

0155

eurolaser GmbH

Germany

+49 4131 9697500

sales@eurolaser.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), All textile materials

We offer laser systems for cutting
of textiles

21/04/2020

0154

OFundamentO

Portugal

(+351) 963832976

operations@fndmt.eu

FFP2, FFP3

21/04/2020

0153

SPI GROUP

Spain

34609793555

jordi@awabas.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

ELASTIC BND FOR SURGICAL
MASK AND N95, KN95

21/04/2020

0152

Archroma Management GmbH

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

41795902579

carole.mislin@archroma.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

chemistry for textile as well as for
non wowen masks (or medical
protective equipments).

20/04/2020

0151

Safelife S.A.

Portugal

+4915119560340

dietmar.geiling@zf.com

20/04/2020

0150

Bioserenity

France

+33633217264

marion.guy@bioserenity.com

20/04/2020

0149

Company name

THRACE NG SA

Country

Greece

Phone Number

+30 6951 689 462

Email address

georgios.g@donlow.gr

Type of mask

Mask production capacity offer

Material supply offer

Testing, certification or other service
offer

on demand from 2000-10'000 per
day depending on the model and
fabrics

for ENHANCED TEXTILE
MASK providing chemistry
for the outer layer with
antimicrobial treatments for
the middle layer

No knife cutting available, just laser Basic raw materials need to be
cutting (max 50% cotton content of provided; packaging could be
fabric)
procured autonomously

350k masks/day (surgery) - 200k
masks/day (FFP2)

material for production of FFP2 testing for BFE/PFE and breathability for both
masks and Surgical masks
category of masks FFP2 and surgical

EN13795

20/04/2020

0148

ETISILK

Spain

+34 938358037

marc@texsilk.eu

Medical (surgery)

17/04/2019

0147

VIDA Y MILAGROS

Spain

682170315

info@vidaymilagros.com

Medical (surgery)

INDUSTRIAL SWEING MACHINES

17/04/2019

0146

Impetus Texteis

Portugal

jcruz@impetus.pt

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

sewing production capacity

17/04/2019

0145

SADMITEX INDUSTRIES S.R.L.

Romania

+40724091424

office@sadmitex.ro

Medical (surgery)

sewing production capacity

17/04/2019

0144

Ladylon Kft.

Hungary

+36209808824

varadi@ladylon.hu

Medical (surgery)

17/04/2020

0143

LMK Thermosafe Ltd

United Kingdom

+441440760100

mark@drumheating.com

General PPE masks for public
use

17/04/2020

0142

Domicreuz UN, Lda

Portugal

+ 351 920 447 750

domicreuz.portugal@gmail.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), Other

16/04/2020

0141

VRVICA TRAKOVI d.o.o.

Slovenia

+386 31 644 500

simon.augustincic@vrvica.si

Material for mask production elastic/non elastic ribbons and
Depends on product. ( f.e. - 4mm
cords - different types and
elastic ribbon - cca 40.000/day)
dimensions, fold over elastic
bands,…

elastic/non elastic ribbons and
cords - different types and
dimensions, fold over elastic
bands,…

OEKO-TEX (all products made in our
(in Slovenia based) factory with more
than 50 years of experience)

16/04/2020

0140

MARTINSAN S.A. BANDEX

Spain

+34965107603

INFO@BANDEX.NET

ELASTIC HYPOALLERGENIC
RUBBER BANDS FOR
GENERAL PROTECTION
MASKS

3.000.000 units elastic bands per
day

quick delivery, hypoallergenic elastic
bands

16/04/2020

0139

Hins Tex LTD

Bulgaria

+359894669717

zarbash.71@abv.bg

Medical (surgery)

Pp non woven material

EKO tex for all materials

LOOKING FOR SUITABLE
MATERIALS
Suitable Material to produce masks

Looking for covered elastic
bandage for production of
protective masks

Some additional machinery

Variable - To be studied on demand

20000 per day

16/04/2020

0138

Astropol Ltd

United Kingdom

01942254006

chris.wright@astropol.uk.ocm

Medical (surgery)

15/04/2020

0137

MASTERPLAST INTERNATIONAL
KFT.

Hungary

+36306204518

neosales@masterplast.hu

general purpose PP based
fabric for the production of
PPE and masks

general purpose PP based fabric
for the production of protective
clothing and masks

dimitar@fashion-supply.eu

FFP3

15/04/2020

0135

CORDONFIL, S.L.

Spain

0034 976 824 728

cristina@cordonfil.com

ELASTIC ROUND RIBBON
FOR HYGIENIC MASKS
EARLOOP

We have automated cutting
& sewing machines. Need
extra machines and
equipment to adapt
production for general
(sewn) masks, then FFP2/3

Rolls of non-woven and other
fabrics, (upto 2m wide) plus
tape / elastic for straps

Different types of elastics and
biais (I am Agent for Portugal of
Spanish manufacturer /
production company)

manufacturing various bespoke
plastic compounds and
colour/additive (eg. antimicrobial)
masterbatch

+359879434444

Any other comment

CE CERTIFICATION

Oeko-Tex, REACH certifiactes

Bulgaria

Which volume or capacity is
your company offering? (n° of
mask/week, or tons)

Yes

Textile for Sanitary/Surgical
Gowns and Drapes according to
EN13795

Fashion Supply PLTD

Testing, certification or other service needs

Our laser systems are
suitable for small series as
well as for mass production

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

0136

Material supply needs

for special needs Ökotex-certified
products available on demand

SS Spunbond for face masks,
Breathble Laminates for surgical
drpaes and gowns, barriel
laminates for protective apparel.

15/04/2020

Mask production needs

5000 pieces per week

Laser cutting, sewing and assembly
based on provided raw materials: ca Lasercutting and/or sewing
100k per week based on
service for production of face
specification; production plants in
masks or protection gowns
Portugal and Romania

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

EURATEX - COVID-19

regular supply, regular in stock
250 000 production capacity per day
material for 3 000 000 masks

none

EKO-Tex for all materials used, CE
certificate, FFP3 test report from
accredited lab.
WE CAN PRODUCE
AROUND 1 MILLION
METERS PER WEEK

ELASTIC ROUND RIBBON FOR
HYGIENIC MASKS EARLOOP

15/04/2020

0134

HICOMAN, SL

Spain

+34966750554

info@hicoman.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

15/04/2020

0133

Fraizzoli 1923 srl

Italy

+393351776073

alessandro.moro@fraizzoli1923.it

Medical (surgery),
bacteriostatic filter mask

10.000/ day

15/04/2020

0132

Oiarso, S.Coop.

Spain

609887367

uriz@bexenmedical.com

Medical (surgery)

1.500.000 units / month

15/04/2020

0131

cap empire srl

Italy

39 348 7779960

f.corsetti@libero.it

Medical (surgery)

1.5 mio month

looking for meltblown

production finalmask

need the tnt meltblown for 2 mio a
mth production

Knitted fabric

No certification

Suitable Material to produce masks

Fabric woven and non woven with
being tested in AITEX
PU

SEWING THREADS

15/04/2020

0130

Géneros de Punto Mollá S.L.

Spain

+1 9472521311

josabfran@gmail.com

Other Masks

Cutting and sewing (Robotic
Machine to cut huge quantities of
masks)

14/04/2020

0129

TEJIDOS REBES SL

Spain

0034619218574

andres@tejidosrebes.com

Medical (surgery), testing
fabrics for FFP2 and FFP3

more than 4 milion meters of fabric

14/04/2020

0128

Cooperative Cluster

Bulgaria

+359 888 40 12 66

office@cluster.coop

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), FFP1

100 000 masks per day / each type

14/04/2020

0127

Erim LTD

Bulgaria

+359888657627

elmaz@diamond-sport.com

FFP2, KN95; Disposable
surgical mask

5000 daily

TNT OR TNT & COTTON

EX ART 15 dl 18 ITALIAN GVT

TNT MELT BLOWN
Spunbond 25 gr/sqm: 29 tons
/ month - Meltblown: 14,5 tons
/ month

Suitable Material to produce
masks

innovative reusable fabrics
according to the requirements
of FFP1, FFP2, FFP3
valves according to EN
149:2001+А1:2009 50 000
pieces per week
exhalation valves

Laboratory analysis for compliance with a
harmonized standard class FFP2 and FFP3 by a
certified laboratory.
Certification of finished products according to EN
149: 2001 + A1: 2009

certification

Disclaimer:
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14/04/2020

14/04/2020

0126

0125

Saentis Pte Ltd

Blanke textech GMBH

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

Germany

+65 6256 7902

0049 15115660807

stefan@saentis.com.sg

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

a.schumann@blanke-textech.de

Nonwoven for filtration and
medical applications

up to 20.000 per week

knowhow and network

cut and sewing capacity

100-200 000/day

14/04/2020

0124

Gherzi Germany

Germany

004915115660807

a.schumann@gherzi.com

consultancy for supply chain
management, product
development and certification
for medical products (masks)

14/04/2020

0123

Peterseim Strickwaren GmbH

Germany

004915115660807

anton@karimguest.com

FFP2, half face mask for
private use

10.000 per week

14/04/2020

0122

J. Mulchand & Sons., Ltd

France

+85293132220

Sunil@replay.net

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

500k/day

14/04/2020

0121

Innoventis One NV

Belgium

+32 479930480

frederic.germain@innoventis-pharma.com

FFP2

Please request for quotation

All CE and FDA certified

up to 50.000qm per week

16494, 5001, Techtex lab

EN 14683 : 2019 / EN 149:2001 +
A1:2009

10000

14/04/2020

0120

DAF Sport LTD

Bulgaria

+359888657627

elmaz@diamond-sport.com

14/04/2020

0119

UMEHEAL Ltd

Germany

0118613823211785

rui.lin@umeheal.com

FFP2, Medical (surgery),
KN95, glove, gown, goggle,
face shield

1 million pcs/day for medical mask
and 200k pcs/day for
N95/FFP2/KN95/

glove MOQ 500k, gown MOQ
500k, goggle MOQ 100k, face
shield 100K

10/04/2020

0118

BG TEX NOVA Ltd.

Bulgaria

359897992023

office@bgtex-nova.com

Medical (surgery)

1000 pcs per day.

offer stitching, packing, shipment

10/04/2020

0117

Mattes & Ammann GmbH & Co KG

Germany

0049 - 7436 877 98

werner.moser@mattesammann.de

FFP2, Medical (surgery),
Textiles for Masks

fabric for masks

Knitted fabric for masks > 1 mio
sqm

fabric accdording to: DIN EEN 109935, DIN EN 14683, DIN EN ISO 9237

10/04/2020

0116

Neutex Home Dewco GmbH

Germany

+499518710

maske@neutex.com

mouth-nose-mask

3000 per day

PES-Nonwoven

pending

10/04/2020

0115

NISS MODE

Romania

+40723359403

contact@nissmode.ro

FFP2, FFP3

cutting and sewing

10/04/2020

0114

G95

Spain

+34602088680

gerard@bioscarf.com

FFP2

200.000

100.000

Gear with Certification FFP2
Protection

09/04/2020

0113

ADMIKS LTD

Bulgaria

00359888137650

ivakisyova@admiks.bg

Medical (surgery), 3 ply textile
mask with filter from
1000 pcs per one day
nonwoven textile, reusable
mask

09/04/2020

0112

RAFITEXTIL DTT 3.8. S.L.U.

Spain

0034637755075

tobias@rafitextil.com

Medical (surgery)

20.000 pieces per week

09/04/2020

0111

SEW TEXTILES

Spain

615349006

jperez@sewtextiles.com

FFP2

15

09/04/2020

0110

Taubert Textil GmbH, Moosstraße 100,
Germany
85356 Freising

0049 8161 98 88 - 55 / 56

knitted-fabrics@taubert.com

09/04/2020

0109

Mirage Ltd

Bulgaria

00359888516655

tzvetomir.tzvetkov@mirageapparel.eu

09/04/2020

0108

Gebr. Wylach Textilveredlung GmbH

Germany

+49 202 263880

info@gebrueder-wylach.de

09/04/2020

0107

DE NAAIFABRIQUE

Netherlands

0653900143

info@denaaifabrique.nl

FFP2, Any type of mask that a Depending on the type of mask, we
clothing sewing machines is
will be able to produce 5000pc per
able to produce
day

09/04/2020

0106

Filzfabrik Fulda GmbH & Co KG

Germany

0049 1709146207

daniel.pongratz@fff-fulda.de

Nonwoven for Mouth - Nose Mask

0105

Huntsman Textile Effects

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

+393356323010

roberto_rizzatti@huntsman.com

08/04/2020

0104

Carola e Carola, lda

Portugal

917628108

pelescarolaborralho@sapo.pt

We alos provide consultant services
to help manufactuerers for FDA 510k
and CE-MDD test and certificate.

Certification

Need more BEF99 and PEF95
Need NB (notify body) for EUA partnership
melt-blown materials

need materials

Testing, sertification

Textile for the final clothing

Already certified

We have the possibility to
supply materials with ECO
TEX certification

raw materials for cutting and sewing

Underlying fabric with protective
qualities (contraint)

Yes

EN149:2001 + A1:2009
breathable knitted fabrics in 100%
cotton, blends BW/PES, 100%
polyester antibacterial finish, C6
and C8 finish; suitable for boil
wash

FFP2

700-1500 per day

Depends on material used

all kinds of filament yarns, antimicrobial treaments

Medical (surgery)

08/04/2020

0103

Veni Style Ltd.

Bulgaria

+359897307073

info@venistyle.com

Medical (surgery)

07/04/2020

0102

FCI Clothing Ltd

United Kingdom

+88001755648381

menaka.maduranga@talismanbd.con

General Protection AntiMicrobial Mask

Non-Fluorinated Durable Water
Repellents (PFC-Free),
Fluorinated Oil & Water Repellent All European Standard and Safety &
(PFC) chemicals, anti-static
Health regulations
agents, extenders and dedicated
wetting agents.

1700 units per week

Sewing

07/04/2020

0101

Eing Textilveredlung und
Handelsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG

Germany

dustin.weissenberg@eing.de

Medical (surgery)

07/04/2020

0100

GIVEC

Portugal

ruigomes@givec.pt

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

07/04/2020

0099

LIVAS CLOTHING SRL

Romania

+40-245-220225

office@livas.eu

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), coverall, footwear
protection, Bed sheets

07/04/2020

0098

Rascomat

Belgium

0472477574

joren@rascomat.be

FFP2

07/04/2020

0097

Hindu - Technical Textiles

Portugal

+351252080161

luis.cristino@hindu.pt

06/04/2020

0096

GUANGZHOU LIANROU MACHINERY
Germany
CO., LTD.

+8613660462911

bush@lianrou.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

06/04/2020

0095

Preformatex S.l.

+34637936543

roberto@preformatex.es

FFP2, FFP3

5000 Pcs

3Ply Anti-Microbial Mask (Reusable)

protective material in order to
produce facial protective
masks

right certification and testing

Chemical products
necessary for the
pretreatment/production of
all of those

None

None

Cloth, Bandage

Laboratory test - water resist and
waiting for Official test and medical
ISO

Ultrasonic machine for band
mounting
Reasonable price for full machine
equipment for mask production
Faster certification and test on
products

Faster certification and test on production, also
full consultation on fastest procedures to create a
100% SMS or spunbond
full list of certificates for medical and PPE product
material 17,20,40,60,80 gr/sqm
- masks, gown, bed covers, protective caltsuns
please send us prices.
etc. we want to produce full range of PPE from
non-woven fabrics.

Will provide a third party testing
certification from a EURATEX
certified bodies

N/A

N/A

100% polyester non woven

Disposable face mask making
machine

We can produce masks
same like medical 3 ply but
still waiting for certificate

N/A

Certified material
Technical Textile finishing for knit,
woven and nonwoven like water
repelent, blocos repelent, anti
bacterial even anti viral chemical

120pcs/minute, single worker
operatable.

None

able to finish, coat, dye,
wash and bleach materials
for medical products.

Manufacturer of ready-made
clothes

5000

FFP2, Textile Reusable
Masks and Aprons, own
production or production with
customer's materials

Airpermillity, Bubblepoint, MFP as an
factory certificate

Comprehensive range of Barrier
Effects for both nonwoven and
woven medical applications,
including facemasks and Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE),
meeting the critical needs of the
situation.

100% Spanbond non-woven with
certificate from producer
500 pcs/ day - 1 ply Full cover Gown
Possible usage on demand other
variable sizes
materials provided by customer.
(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)100%
40gr/sqm Spunbond non-woven,
with zipper and zipper cover with
double side glue line, hands and
legs bands, also available with
integrated face mask.

Certification need

yarn supply, dyeing and
treatments

We have the production facility

ap. 20.000m² by week

Material for surgical mask and
FFP3

ISO9001 / OEKOTEX 100

25 000 pcs/ day - type Medical
Surgery face mask 3 ply ( 1ply
40gr/sqm, 2ply 20gr/sqm, 3ply
20gr/sqm, nose clips on demand
and 2 ear band ) Carton box of
50masks.

Spain

200 per month

none

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), Medical (surgery), 3
ply textile mask with filter from
5000 per day
nonwoven textile, reusable
mask] Civilian/ woven and
nonwoven

08/04/2020

EURATEX - COVID-19

CE,UL, CSA, COC, AS, SCC

Technical Fabrics for producing
masks

Full-oburated design, dust
free, good for sterile free
working environment of
mask production. Small
size for air shipping. Preinstalled.

Disclaimer:
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06/04/2020

0094

QD GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL S.L.

Spain

+34 684 456 049

psanta@qdglobal.com

FFP2

300.000 units daily

06/04/2020

0093

ENLIPA GMBH

Germany

+491732532061

Info@enlipa.de

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

Over 100 000

06/04/2020

0092

MAB

Italy

+390396280911

giovannibernareggi@mabspa.com

06/04/2020

0091

Prym Fashion GmbH

Germany

+49 (0) 2402 / 14 2142

info@prym-fashion.com

06/04/2020

0090

Xin He Textiles

Germany

008613928721287

06/04/2020

0089

Prevent Automotive Romania

Romania

+40736885667

06/04/2020

0088

PrinWest

Germany

06/04/2020

0087

A&G Magalios & Son CO.

Greece

06/04/2020

0086

Cristina premier clothing

Romania

FFP2

3000 pieces per day

daisyfqs@126.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), elastic for earloop

supply most of trims for mask
production, elastic earloop,metal
nose clip etc.

Marinela.bocirnea@ro.preventgroup.com

FFP2, FFP3, Other
equipments for protection

Cutting and sewing

kontakt@prinwest.com

Medical (surgery)

00306977264789

info@kentimag.gr

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

40761681626

simonaene29@yahoo.com

Medical (surgery)

FACE MASK KN95 / FFP2.
DISPOSABLE BREATHABLE
MASK WITH SOFT, HIGHQUALITY FINISHES. ELASTIC
STRAPS TO ADAPT TO
DIFFERENT FACE SHAPES AND
SIZES

* 5 LAYER STRUCTURE * SUITABLE
FOR SESITIVE SKIN * FILTRATION
EFFICIENCY 95% * CE (UNE-EN1492001+A1-2009) * FDA (10063941) *
EXECUTION STANDARD (GB26262006)
Ce, DEKRA, and Chinese laboratory

brass nature / stainless steel

REACH / OEKO-TEX

elastic cord for earloop,metal
nose clip for surgery mask, N95

SGS

Elaspir S.r.l

Italy

+393453182460

fagnola@elaspir.com

Collell & Garcia sl

Spain

679235705

info@pedro-garcia.es

Medical (surgery)

finished stitched maskd or knitted
100% polipropilene fabric

03/04/2020

0083

Unicorn Work Kft

Hungary

+36309685012

info@unicornwork.hu

Medical (surgery)

2000 db/nap

03/04/2020

0082

Omniteksas, UAB

Lithuania

0037062068636

reda@omniteksas.lt

no

no
We have possibility to
assure production at
required Standards, but need
connect ion with raw
materials suppliers.

Raw materials for cutting and
sewing

knitted 100% polipropilene fabric
in 150 and 300 g/m2

stitching needs

Certification for Medical masks made with textile

in phase of homologation as
medical masks

elastic laces

double layer fabric mask,
treated with Silver Ion
treatment

50.000 pcs. per week

03/04/2020

0081

Rose KFT

Hungary

+36209205120

dora@doublerose.hu

Mecidal (surgery)

we can produce 20.000 pieces /
week

from material carrington

Sanitized AG ® silver, antibacterial
and antimicrobial finish.
This finish is a favorite of medical
tissues due to the high hygiene
requirements of the industry.
Sanitized® Silver offers antibacterial
properties by containing silver ions
embedded in an innovative carrier
system, free of nano particles. The
design provides natural and washresistant protection and is an ideal
choice for fabrics used in hygienically
critical situations. The Sanitized®
product used is environmentally safe,
complies with OEKO-TEX®
standards, bluesign technologies®
and Standard 100 standards, and has
an extremely high antibacterial effect,
even after multiple industrial washes.

03/04/2020

0080

Stoff-ConnEXion.de UG
(haftungsbeschränkt)

Germany

+49 2163 98 98 337

info@stoff-connexion.com

FFP2, FFP3

100000

100% cotton or Polyamide

FFP2 (equal to
N95 or KN 95 and FFP3

0049 7681 21 303

nose bridges for nose-mouth
masks
no

Material for masks, textile or
non woven

0084

Germany

We can distribute
ready/packed masks for
medical use

Elastic yarn, 620 Dtex (558 Den),
940 Dtex (840 Den), and other
covered elastic yarn

0085

A&E Gütermann

CE certified fabrics or nonwoven laminates, water
repellant, with and without
CE certifications: ISO UNI EN 14683 - 10993 or
membrane. We can produce
EU 2016/425 - ISO 149
masks - we need CE certified
materials - ISO UNI EN 14683 10993

latex free oekotex class 1 certified
production of elastic tapes (made in
elastics/tapes/ribbons for masks
Italy)
(150'000 meters per day)

10000/day

03/04/2020

0079

Spanish company based in
China. Capacity to produce
300,000 units per day. Air
DDP service.

PP Spun bond non-woven
fabric : Weight: 20 g/sm,
Width: 17.5cm, in rolls, Color:
blue, white
Required quantity: 2 tons
BFE 99% Meltblown Non
Woven Filter Fabric: Weight:
30 g/sm, Width: 17.5cm, in
rolls, Color: blue, white
Required quantity: 2 tons
PP Spun bond non-woven
fabric : Weight: 25 g/sm,
Width: 17.5cm, in rolls, Color:
blue, white
Required quantity: 2 tons
CE certification

03/04/2020

03/04/2020

EURATEX - COVID-19

We are producing overal,
and also mask from material
medical

on demand

100% cotton

on demand

Filaments, core spun and
texturized sewing threads for
medical applications

petra.grathwohl@guetermann.com

Non woven filtration membranes
for manufacturing of FFP2 and
FFP3 masks.
Sterilizable and hospital
disinfectant resistant transparent
films for visors and shields so
those can be reused (cleaned and
sterilized) in the hospitals.
High performance plastics
(reusable with sterilization
compatibility and resistance to
hospital disinfectants) for patient
contact and internal components
of respiratory devices and medical
equipment.

Sewing Threads

Medical grade plastics with ISO10993
biocompatibility testing and Master
Access File with FDA.
Extensive technical, regulatory and
supply chain support to accelerate
time to market.

03/04/2020

0078

Solvay Specialty Polymers

Belgium

+1 470 774 6265

rose.catherin@solvay.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

03/04/2020

0077

Kunszov Textilruhazati Kft

Hungary

+3659520110 (Hungarian),
+39304153828 (German)

andi.kunszov@externet.hu

Medical (surgery)

03/04/2020

0076

TEJIDOS ACABADOS TEYCU
(DEMEDRANO)

Spain

+34 609838689

export@demedrano.es

03/04/2020

0075

RISE Research Institutes of Sweden
AB

Sweden

+46 10 516 50 29

marcus.vestergren@ri.se

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), other PPE and
protective clothes

03/04/2020

0074

PEVITEX SRL

Romania

+40735872575

office@pevitex.ro

Protective face mask

1000 pieces

Textile fabric

Ongoing process

03/04/2020

0073

LATINO CONFECÇOES LDA

Portugal

+351961527062

hg@latinogroup.net

Eashable,reusable, made of
PES/ESD fabric

20.000pcs/week

Hospital uniforms, Curgical
gowns, aprons, coveralls (all
washable and reusable), Bed
linen, bath linen, surgical drapes
and covers

Mask Certification pending from
Aitex/Spain

03/04/2020

0072

imeco GmbH & Co.KG

Germany

+4915120335298

b.awolin@imeco.de

Medical (surgery)

We are willing to invest in
production machine(s) in our
facilities in Germany and/or Poland
IF we get mid-term agreements to
supply reasonable minimum
quantities at fixed agreed prices.

03/04/2020

0071

shou

Portugal

+ 351 920 447 750

domicreuz.portugal@gmail.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

Variable - To be studied on demand

daily 1000 piece

NA

Production in the Federal
Republic and disposibles.

NA

we need the material and the
accessories for the mask (rubber
parts etc)

every material you want in the
mask

NON WOVEN, TERRY COTTON
OR PES JERSEY LAMINATED
WITH WATERPROOF FILMS
(PU, PE OR PVC-FREE
PHTALATES)

NA

we can sew any kind of
personal protective
equipment that can be made
with textile machinery
INDICATED TO
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
OR MATTRESS
PROTECTOR

https://www.ri.se/en/what-wedo/services/testing-protective-devices
Testing of products and devices, in
cooperation with the Swedish
Defence Research Agency, according
to EN 149, EN-ISO 20743, EN 14683,
EN 1500 och EN 1499

Find adequate machinery with high
automated output

Different types of elastics and
biais

meltblown to make masks
according to EN 14683

We are only interested in a
sustainable business and
not in short term profit
generation out of the current
situation
I am Agent for Portugal of
Spanish manufacturer /
production company

Disclaimer:
By submitting the form, the submitter have agreed to make publicly available the information provided. The sole responsbility on the information
provided lays with the submitter, EURATEX cannot be held responsible for the contents provided nor for the use which may be made with those contents .

03/04/2020

0070

Berry Global

Spain

650437380

henningsiegert@berryglobal.com

Medical (surgery)

Those assets that produce
meltblown material for FFp2 and
FFp3 masks are typically low
volume asset and fully utilized
until the end of the year min. But
we developed a fabric for surgcial
type II facemasks (not FFP type)
on a high output nonwoven line.
We achieved the filtration
efficiency (BFE >98%) according
to EN 14683, the breathability is
not fully in line with this norm but
in these crisis time we believe a
good compromise and superior to
what we see is being used
without any filtration efficiency
testing.

02/04/2020

0069

Industrias Ponsa

Spain

938773500

info@ponsa.com

FFP2, FFP3

Elastic and non elastic tapes and
cords for use in the production of
masks
Webbing and tapes for masks,
medical suits and equipment.

02/04/2020

0068

CLOQUER S.A.

Spain

+34607201659

cloquer@cloquer.com

Medical (surgery)

25.000 masks/week

02/04/2020

0067

JSC Kuncienes

Lithuania

+37065521923

r.kuncius@kuncienespe.lt

Medical (surgery)

10 000pcs per week

02/04/2020

0066

Atelier Diana Caramaci SRL D

Romania

0040724762881

office@dianacaramaci.ro

Medical (surgery)

500

01/04/2020

0065

PRINT IDEEA SRL

Romania

+40749774682

textile@printcenter.ro

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

01/04/2020

0064

AHLSTROM MUNKSJO

France

00 33 6 89 16 30 92

christine.micoud@ahlstrom-munksjo.com

01/04/2020

0063

EUROCONSTRUCCIONES 2014 S.L.

Spain

+34607886597

francisco.miguel@eurotaff.com

Medical (surgery)

40.000 units per day

01/04/2020

0062

Filtratex Components

Spain

934415500

filtratex@filtratex.com

Protection with filtering
material

100 per day

01/04/2020

0061

TEXTIL SANTANDERINA, S.A.

Spain

+34 942 700125

01/04/2020

0060

CERTIMPEX SRL FOCSANI

Romania

01/04/2020

0059

JSC Audimas

Lithuania

+370 687 43025

Main Jersey, interline mesh,
antibacterial OR surgery masks

Antibacterial approved document

offering chemicals for antiviral &
antibacterial textile treatment

Antiviral technology & antimicrobial
textile treatment - 10.000 m/day

EURATEX - COVID-19

Webbing, tapes and cord
(elastic and non-elastic)

lookinf for material for surgical
masks
looking for material material

An offer as well the
corresponding technical data
sheets can be sent
immediately

Nonwovens for cover stock layers
and mask lace
medical mask IIR

AITEX , EUROFINS
material certified
Avda.Tdextil Santanderina,
s/n 39500-Cabezón de la
Sal (Cantabria) Spain

Finished fabric for face mask
production
certimpex@gmail.com

FFP2, FFP3

600.000 pieces per month

non woven 100% polypropylene

sales@audimas.lt

Medical (surgery)

10 000 psc in stock 2020 03 31, we
can produce 10 000 psc in 4 day

we can produce medical
(surgery)masks, only need proper
material

3500 per day

Unknown

31/03/2020

0058

Lipparini & C. s.r.l.

Italy

+393487965862

filippo@lipparinisrl.it

Medical (surgery), Protective
mask

31/03/2020

0057

Balutextil, Malhas e Confecções, SA

Portugal

+351258760200

renato.barros@balutextil.com

FFP2, FFP3

31/03/2020

0056

DON AND LOW

United Kingdom

hannah.wright@donlow.co.uk

FFP2, FFP3

SPUNBOND

DIN - EN 149: 2001

FFP2 FFP3

non woven 100 %
polypropylene

testing, certification

we would need material
Our mask are washable and
they're composed by
materials used in safety
sector.

in need for particular yarn used for
the masks
Cutting sewing packing

31/03/2020

0055

S.A. Rubí Industrial

Spain

+34 648090158

ismaelayestaran@gruposari.com

FFP2

Needlepunched nonwoven,
different weights. Currently
providing 100gsm to face mask
manufacturer. The material is
providing low filtering propierties
but gives stiffness to the final
composite.

31/03/2020

0054

Salvador Figueras, S.A.

Spain

938772010

safisa-industrial@safisa.es

Elastic ribbon, ribbon, cotton
ribbon, biais, cotton biais

Elastic ribbon, ribbon, cotton
ribbon, biais, cotton biais

31/03/2020

0053

SOFIAMAN IMPEX SRL

Romania

0744470422

florin.cucu@sofiaman.ro

Medical (surgery), possibility
5000 pcs of masks daily or different
to produce different protective
clothings
clothing

N/A

Raw Fabrics

Raw Fabrics & tech packs

Info about needed testing and certification

You may check some of our
industrial ribbons at
https://cintaraso.es/es/18industrial
Spunbond and meltblown materials

Raw material for protective
clothing

31/03/2020

0052

Boxmark Leather d.o.o

Slovenia

00 386 (0) 2 7991 600

darja.jausovec@boxmark.com

Medical (surgery), washable
and reusable face mask

Sewing capacity of approx 6000 8000 pcs per day in plant Boxmark
Slovenia. Additional capacities in
Boxmark Croatia are possible.

31/03/2020

0051

FNDMT

Portugal

+491719333091

lisa.lang@fndmt.eu

FFP2

15.000/day

31/03/2020

0050

SMSenra Lda

Portugal

+351 934700485

info.smsenra@mail.telepac.pt

Medical (surgery), head
coverings

Own sewing production lines with
capacity of approx for 1000
masks/day

31/03/2020

0049

Latino Confecções Lda

Portugal

00351933103105

cf@latinogroup.net

FFP2 washable masks (
certification in progress)

20.000 per week

can also supply

30/03/2020

0048

3D Center AB

Sweden

+46706636192

uffe@3dcenter.se

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), Any part or product
produced in PA12

Total 3D production of 5 kg per day,
Masks about 25 per day

Polyamid 12, A durable nylon
polymer, Durable and chemical
resistant.

30/03/2020

0047

Comazo GmbH & Co.KG

Germany

protect@comazo.de

protect@comazo.de

FFP2

we are a fully staged company with
own sewing departments in
Rumania, Croatia and Bosnia

different kind of fabrics

30/03/2020

0046

Caremil SRL

Romania

+40729292308

office@caremil.net

Medical (surgery)

We can produce (sew) surgical
masks, capacity 25000 pcs/day. We
don't have the fabric

Raw material for surgical
masks (filtering 1 micron
particles)

30/03/2020

0045

conTeyor International

Belgium

0032485276505

petra.vanneck@conteyor.com

FFP2, protective aprons

conTeyor has a big production
capacity in Poland and Moldova for
stitching of facial masks or
protective aprons

To make this facial mask we
are in the need of FFP2
material to start making the
masks or textile suitable for
protective aprons

30/03/2020

0044

FOV Fabrics AB

Sweden

+46702930151

fredrik.johansson@fov.se

Medical (surgery), Polyester
materials for; surgical
clothing, protective clothing
against agents and
chemicals, personal and
patients, bed linens

Productions capacity of 100 000
meters/week, we also have som
articles on stock

EN 13795, 14126, 14605

30/03/2020

0043

Fiberweb Berlin GmbH

Germany

+491728656976

andreasmanz@berryglobal.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), spunbond, media
close to surgical masks

FFP 3, FFP 2, FFP1, BFE 2, BFE
2R, and closed , PP spunbond

Testing equipement: Palas, Lorenz,
TSI

30/03/2020

0042

Mondi Group

Germany

00491707095095

michael.ritterskamp@mondigroup.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

30/03/2020

0041

Harper Hygienics S.A.

Poland

d.sandrykowicz@harperhygienics.com

FFP2, FFP3

30/03/2020

0040

PROZIS

Portugal

+351966932580

helder.rosendo@prozis.com

FFP2

30/03/2020

0039

Olimpio Miranda, Lda.

Portugal

+351252301890

omiranda@olmac.pt

FFP2

30/03/2020

0038

5D - Denim development and
production

Portugal

00351961821132

paulorodrigues@5d.com.pt

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

unknown

30/03/2020

0037

LOPES & CARVALHO, Lda

Portugal

+351252996847

marta@lopes-carvalho.com

FFP2

1000/day (approx.)

currently in final planning

nonwoven producer and also
a producer of meltblown
material for the production of
face masks

testing, certification
Production of protective
surgery masks that are
already developed and
certified (EN 14683).

Certificated material for surgery
face masks - requirements EN
14683.
Ready for customer orders

Support for FFP3 certification
Non woven fabric, breathable
and waterproof ; TNT fabric

Oekotex certification

We can comply

Available for production ;
Sourcing for certified fabrics.

Citeve in Portugal

We produce both polyester
and polyamide materials

supplying carded thermobonded
nonwovens phobic and philic at
20to/day available capacity and
elastic alternatives to ear loops

Material in composition 40%
pulp/60 % polypropylene, basic
weight from 30 gsm
Non woven for FP2 masks
filtering layer
supply material for mask and
other medical items
sourcing for material supliers

We can also supply Gowns,
Cogula, Aprons, shoe cover
etc. water and virus proof
material which can also be
washed in 60 degrees and
reused.

materials, components and tech
files

materials, components and
tech files
certified material for the
production.

need for labs to test

Disclaimer:
By submitting the form, the submitter have agreed to make publicly available the information provided. The sole responsbility on the information
provided lays with the submitter, EURATEX cannot be held responsible for the contents provided nor for the use which may be made with those contents .

30/03/2020

0036

Carjor SA

Portugal

00351252830800

honorato@carjor.pt

FFP2, fabric masks

30/03/2020

0035

Mediseam Oy

Finland

+358405203074

antti.maksimainen@mediseam.fi

Medical (surgery), possibility
to produce different types of
masks.

Depending on type of masks.
Surgery type of masks: app. 5001000 per day, or more if necessary.

Material for app. 50.000 surgery
masks available on few day
notice.

30/03/2020

0034

CREACIONES EUROMODA S.L

Spain

0034619189547

juan@creaciones-euromoda.com

FFP2, FFP3

2.000pcs day

Medical face masks

Certified masks

30/03/2020

0033

ORSA NW SRL

Italy

info-gruppo@Orsa.it

Medical (surgery)

NON-WOVEN SPUNLACE
(Hydroentanglement) from 40 to
250 gsm/sqm, supplied in rolls,
water and oil resistant, based on
polyester and/or viscose fibers

oeko-tex std 100 class II, to be tested
for mask application

30/03/2020

0032

tapizados j. mayo. s.l

Spain

0034639760840

administracion@tapizadosjmayo.com

FFP2, Medical (surgery), ropa
1000/daily
hospitalaria (hospital clothing)

30/03/2020

0031

Preformatex

Spain

+34637936543

roberto@preformatex.es

FFP2, The masks can be reusable

30/03/2020

0030

360Fashion

Germany

+8618511403360

Anina2@360fashion.net

FFP2, FFP3, N95 Kn95,
temperature sensor guns, and 1m to 5million
covid test kits

30/03/2020

0029

LUIS BRITO TEXTEIS SA

Portugal

+351258373100

luis@lbt.pt

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

30/03/2020

0028

DNT Non Woven Fabrics S.A.

Spain

953597211

mbellido@dntnonwovenfabrics.com

Medical (surgery)

26/03/2020

0027

University of Minho

Portugal

934090456

Fmonteiro@civil.uminho.pt

26/03/2020

0026

Endura Ltd

United Kingdom

07740681411

jim@endura.co.uk

FFP3, Medical (surgery)

+390556503766

rmarchesi@inntex.com

+358445251596

petrus.lesonen@sok.fi

FFP2, FFP3

500 000 units (kpl, st)

26/03/2020

0023

Jfv texteis, lda

Portugal

+351914322019

Adrianafernandes@jfv.pt

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

50 day

26/03/2020

0022

Tibor Möller

Germany

+49 2327325416

moeller.tibor@recticel.com

Medical (surgery)

sewing capacity of approx 500
masks / day

26/03/2020

0021

Strenesse New GmbH

Germany

090818070

carolin.pickhard@strenesse.com

Medical (surgery), BMNS
washable

450 per week

25/03/2020

0020

Koch alpin GmbH

Austria

werner.koch@kochalpin.at

25/03/2020

0019

ETISILK, S.A.

Spain

marc@texsilk.eu

Belgium

25/03/2020

0016

Rusvata LLC

25/03/2020

0015

Amazon Kft

25/03/2020

0014

Modespitze Plauen GmbH

30 staff production line available to
switch production for masks

Appropriate materials

Non woven fabric, breathable
and waterproof, 70grs
raw material and specification
/ product sheet
supplier who has the "best"
possible material, functional
material

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

laser-cutting provided material

Look for material and a file of the
shape to be cut, then able to cut on
owned laser cutter with conveyor
and forward cut pieces to some
other company for finalizing. Able to
process material up to 1500 mm
width on rolls up to a diameter of
500 mm on a 76 mm core.

FFP2

TEXTILE 'TEXSILK 190' with
certified aerosol filtration
efficiency of more than 97%,
particles filtration efficiency more
than 96%

Medical (surgery)

40k mtq/working shift

+32 477 361012 Laurence De
Ruyck

laurence@de-ruyck.com

Medical (surgery), all kinds of
protective sewed garments

Belgium: 1000 pieces/day
Tunesia (after lockdown): 3000
pieces/day
(Number of pieces/day, if we don't
produce anything else)

Estonia

+79209851457

anton.dolenko@rus-vata.com

Hungary

+36302093858

eurokun@optanet.hu

Medical (surgery)

a.reinhardt@modespitze.de

non-certified, version 1: 3layer (cotton, outside), PP non- 25.03.20: 500/ day; from 31.03.20:
woven inside; version 2 in
about 2000/ day increasing week by
work: using FFP1 certified
week
non-woven

material supplied in rolls

0013

TEG Textile Expert Germany GmbH

Germany

+49 3765 678850

t.fischer@textile-expert.de

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

25/03/2020

0012

Centexbel

Belgium

+3292438227

stijn.devaere@centexbel.be

Medical (surgery)

24/03/2020

0011

Gvs spa

Italy

00393346976501

Pierre.dizier@gvs.com

FFP3

24/03/2020

0010

Triumph AG

Switzerland &
Liechtenstein

+41 56 269 93 86

martin.kemmler@triumph.com

FFP2

24/03/2020

0009

Centro Tessile Serico

Italy

abarzaghi@textilecomo.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery),

TNT version 55 g/m2 - Air
permeability L/m2*s 3150 ± 300;
Change in water drop contact angle s
>30
TNT version 115 g/m2 - Air
permeability L/m2*s 1850 ± 300;
Change in water drop contact angle s
>30

We can supply TNT
50g version is TNT classic.
Version 115g is TNT
laminating points with
polyethylene glue.
Breathable and water
resistant

No fabric available; supplies
such as elastics and cords are Working environment is not antibacterial. Testing
partly in stock or can probably and certification procedure will need to be
be provided through our normal launched.
suppliers.

20 tons per month
100% natural cotton spunlace

25/03/2020

N/A

product needs to be tested by an authorized lab

100% cotton

paolo.stella@fiscatech.com

Germany

TNT waterproof and breathable
with 70g for production of
cogulas (protection for head
and shoulders)

20 sqm/day of antiviral
copper/polyester filtering fabric

Finland

De Ruyck Paul nv

breathable non-woven with
filtration efficiency on particles
smaller than 0.3 micron

in need of a source of appropriate
FFP3 spec bacteria filtration
N/A
material suitable due surgical
FFP3 masks

Italy

0017

washable safety covers for
Stryker -type of ambulance
beds for local Fire
Department. These covers
can prevent the actual
ambulance bed from
contamination.

Fda/ce

To manufacture masks using our
sewing production lines currently
used to make cycle clothing

SOK

25/03/2020

filters have been tested and approved in other
applications, but not in safety / surgery masks as
we have not produced these.

Meltblown

Texe Srl

Italy

having supplier who has some
material in stock, but for larger
quantities of masks would of
course require more filter
materials.

FFP2 testing and certification
shipping direct from factories
certified fda in china

Textile companies to produce
them
the moldes

0024

Fiscatech S.p.a. con Socio Unico

machinery and expertise ready.

we have capacity of
production but we need the
certificated fabric

certification

Cogula - 50/day

0025

0018

ANTIBACTERIAL FABRIC or
TNT

200 units/day

26/03/2020

25/03/2020

1000 PER DAY

400.000/month

26/03/2020

+34 938358037

EURATEX - COVID-19

rus-vata.com is ready to
produces and supplies
nonwoven (spunlace) from
natural cotton fibers which
you can use to produce
defended masks

GOTS

company has sewing capacity

This is not our main activity.
Our main activity is
producing all kinds of workand safetywear (sewed
garments).

Material supply
company is GOTS certified, but not
for masks; use of FP1 non-woven in
planning

alternative certfied non-wovens actually no certification of process

we are looking for a supplier
for the elastic material for the
ear loops (round elastic,
spandex+PES, diameter 2,53mm, 200.000300.000m/week)

Medical surgery mask (in 4-6
weeks): approx. 400.000 pcs/week
FFP2 mask (in planning, approx. in
3-4 month): approx. 150.000
pcs/week
testing according EN14683

Meltblown and needle punch
media for ffp3 folded
45.000 Masks per day

None - Only production (Sewing)
capacity

Raw materials / Filter materials
FFP2

None

look for instrument to test mask

24/03/2020

0008

Norafin Industries GmbH

Germany

+49 171 3352632

Johannes.Loos@Norafin.com

Medical (surgery)

Please send us your orders we are
able to offer the final mask and raw
material as Spunlace nonwoven
rolls goods. 20.000 per day

24/03/2020

0007

Katty Fashion

Romania

0040742126855

katty.ailiesei@katty-fashion.ro

Medical (surgery), Single use
protection clothing for
hospitals

We can offer product development
(patterns making/3D prototyping and
traditional prototyping) and
manufacturing

24/03/2020

0006

EUROFINS TEXTILE TESTING SPAIN,
Spain
S.L.

+34678308198

ENRIQUERIVAS@EUROFINS.COM

Medical (surgery)

We are looking for test capability of EN norm but
for short term test this would be interesting.

-

TESTING

TESTING FOR EN 14683

We need certified for COVID19 protection fabrics

-

Important note:Production
capacity offer is available if
national emergency state
law allows it due to COV-19

WE ARE A TEXTILE
TESTING LAB

Disclaimer:
By submitting the form, the submitter have agreed to make publicly available the information provided. The sole responsbility on the information
provided lays with the submitter, EURATEX cannot be held responsible for the contents provided nor for the use which may be made with those contents .

We are producers of knitted
garment, with flatbed Shima Seiki
machines. If this technology is
suitable for this kind of production,
we are available. Our company
count about 400 employees.

24/03/2020

0005

Olimpias Tekstil d.o.o.

Croatia

0038531514514

bozena.raktici@olimpias.com

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery), hygienic not
certified

24/03/2020

0004

VTT

Finland

+358407600090

hannu.salmela@vtt.fi

FFP2, FFP3, Medical
(surgery)

24/03/2020

0003

slam Clothing EOOD & CO KD

Bulgaria

00359878149935

viara.maneva@slamgroup.bg

FFP2, reusable masks

100000 monthly

24/03/2020

0002

Tinker Design

United Kingdom

+447943952551

thushara@tinker-design.com

FFP2

able to dispatch asap

24/03/2020

0001

Project Carola

Germany

+491732468584

bastian.b.baumann@gmail.com

FFP2, Medical (surgery)

no

no

EURATEX - COVID-19

Look for machinery, and check if
our technology is suitable for this
kind of production. We could also
buy machinery.

We will need raw materials.

We will need external certification.

we could offer only stitching and
packing

we need material

testing, certification

Knowhow in ultrasonic welding
technologies, packaging logistics
and materials

We are urgently looking for:
+ Spunbond and meltblown
fleece materials
+ Rubber bands for ear loops

Filtration efficiency and pressure drop
measurements of protective masks
(EN 149) and medical face masks
(EN 14683) applying standard EN
1822-3:2010 (High efficiency air filters
(EPA, HEPA and ULPA). Part 3:
Testing flat sheet filter media).

We are working on an automated
production facility capable of
producing 50- 80 Masks per minute.
The Machine will be put on a 20ft
freight container to enable
decentralized production of face
masks

Disposable Protective Mask 3 layers
and flat shape EN 149:2001+A1:2009

Our offer is for stitching,
packing and sending masks.
We don't have possibility to
supply material and to do the
tests.

able to supply asap

